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Abstract—EtherCAT has become one of the leading real-time1

Ethernet solutions for networked industrial systems, where a2

reliable communication infrastructure is needed due to highly3

error-prone environments. However, existing work on EtherCAT4

mainly focuses on clock synchronization and timeliness improve-5

ment. The reliability of EtherCAT-based networked systems has6

largely been ignored. In this paper, we present a proportional7

integral derivative (PID)-based feedback control scheme that8

aims at enhancing reliability of networked systems under tim-9

ing and system resource constraints. Instead of retransmitting10

data upon error detection, we use forward error control tech-11

nique based on inequality of arithmetic and geometric means to12

achieve the required system reliability at a low deadline miss13

rate of messages. We further optimize the forward error control14

technique and design a fast and fair error resilient mechanism by15

using a cooperative game. In addition to reliability enhancement,16

our PID-based error control scheme can also improve the stabil-17

ity of a system in terms of deadline miss rate in the presence of18

burst errors. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme19

can achieve reliability enhancement of up to 91% compared to20

benchmarking methods.21

Index Terms—Embedded systems, EtherCAT, feedback control22

scheme, game theory, real-time, reliability.23

I. INTRODUCTION24

A CYBER physical system (CPS) of increasing importance25

in the era of industry 4.0 is composed of various physi-26

cal and computing components that interact through embedded27

communication capabilities. The connectivity between physi-28

cal entities and cyber components must ensure accurate and29
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reliable data acquisition from the physical world and real- 30

time information feedback from the cyber space. Networked 31

machines are expected to work more efficiently and reliably 32

under convergence of information and automation technol- 33

ogy over the connectivity, which is enabled by the powerful 34

technology of EtherCAT [1]. 35

EtherCAT is an industrial Ethernet technology standardized 36

by ISO [2]–[5]. It is one of the fastest real-time Ethernet 37

networks superior to existing networks adopted in indus- 38

try. Most existing industrial real-time networks are mainly 39

designed to meet applications’ timing constraints, and are not 40

suitable for transmitting large data [6]. For instance, controller 41

area network (CAN) [7] is a popular real-time communica- 42

tion network designed to ensure the communication between 43

micro-controllers and devices in applications without a host 44

computer. CAN is widely used in various fields, such as robot 45

systems, but supports only 1 Mb/s of bandwidth, which is 46

not well-suited for systems that need to transmit large data 47

in a short period. On the contrary, EtherCAT provides high 48

data transmission efficiency at high speed. This is due to the 49

fact that frames transmitted in EtherCAT networks are pro- 50

cessed based on an “on the fly” mechanism that ensures the 51

master and multiple slaves can exchange data in a very short 52

time. EtherCAT frames are sent by the master to slaves cycli- 53

cally. During each cycle time, every slave reads and/or writes 54

its data from/into the EtherCAT frame and no buffering is 55

required. Thanks to the unique way to transmit data, high 56

speed in EtherCAT networks are achievable. For example, by 57

using the full-duplex features of 100BASE-TX, the data rates 58

of EtherCAT can reach more than 100 Mb/s [8]. Fig. 1 illus- 59

trates a CPS system, where multiple components are connected 60

together by an EtherCAT cable for machine and plant control 61

in various CPS applications. 62

Extensive research efforts have been made to investigate 63

EtherCAT and its deployment in high performance indus- 64

trial applications. Nguyen et al. [10] proposed the design and 65

implementation of a closed-loop stepper motor drive control 66

system using EtherCAT. Specifically, they presented the details 67

on the embedded EtherCAT telegram and CiA402 motion pro- 68

file, and implemented the open-loop control stepper motor 69

based on EtherCAT. Yan et al. [11] built a micro-grid control 70

system and used EtherCAT as a communication protocol to 71

ensure the high communication speed for this system. The ring 72

topology of EtherCAT is adopted to exert control over devices. 73
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Fig. 1. Example EtherCAT-enabled CPS system [9].

Ma et al. [12] proposed an EtherCAT-based multi degree of74

freedom motion control system including nine rectilinear and75

rotation. EtherCAT has also been used in the design of modu-76

lar multilevel converters for high voltage conversion in power77

electronics [13], [14], and various assisted devices that target78

people with disabilities following a stroke [15]. EtherCAT is79

used in these applications as a high-speed, high accuracy clock80

synchronization, and low-overhead communication platform.81

Precise clock synchronization is a key feature that makes82

EtherCAT appealing in applications above and many other83

domains like motion control [16]. The clock synchronization84

mechanism of EtherCAT, known as distributed clock, enables85

networks to be synchronized within several tens of nanosec-86

onds and guarantees the timeliness of applications [17].87

Distributed clock can also effectively reduce implementation88

costs of EtherCAT devices. Lee et al. [6] designed a soft-89

ware architecture for a rescue robot to rescue wounded people90

and move dangerous objects in disaster situations. Distributed91

clock for EtherCAT is executed in order to ensure that all joint92

controllers in the rescue robot can react in time. Xu et al. [18]93

presented a distributed power quality monitoring method,94

where mass data exchange between monitoring terminal and95

monitoring center is conducted over high-speed EtherCAT of96

accurate clock synchronization. The EtherCAT synchroniza-97

tion performance can be improved by using various techniques,98

such as drift compensation [19], and can be evaluated by99

conducting extensive experimental measurements [16].100

The timeliness of EtherCAT networked system is of par-101

ticular importance to real-time applications like compliance102

control in robotics. Bello et al. [20] proposed a swapping-103

based approach to lower the cycle time of transmitting104

EtherCAT frames. A shorter cycle time entails lower response105

times, thus increasing the number of messages delivered106

within their deadlines. In [21], a networked soft motion107

control system with EtherCAT was designed and evaluated.108

The timeliness of the presented control method is experi-109

mentally validated. Wu and Xie [22] explored end-to-end110

delays of EtherCAT-based control systems under free-running,111

frame-driven, and clock-driven schemes. They found that free-112

running and frame-driven methods fit in traditional automation113

applications and clock-driven method achieves better results114

in networked control systems, where deterministic data com-115

munication is required. Jia et al. [23] designed a new type116

of wear-resistant coating testing system based on EtherCAT.117

EtherCAT is used in the design of hardware platform to118

enhance the timeliness of the proposed system, which is devel- 119

oped with various functions, such as information display, 120

manual operation, and offline simulation. 121

EtherCAT networks are typically deployed in harsh envi- 122

ronments, where transmission links and processing nodes are 123

very likely to suffer from errors. This necessitates a system 124

design approach that takes into account reliability in addi- 125

tion to timeliness. Although EtherCAT has been investigated 126

from various perspectives including its applications, synchro- 127

nization schemes, and timeliness performance, the reliability 128

of EtherCAT network has not been thoroughly investigated 129

in the literature. The current reliability scheme of EtherCAT 130

can be divided into backward and forward control mechanism. 131

For backward control mechanism, unlike the scheme used in 132

common wireless networks that sends the same frames contin- 133

uously until the frame is correctly received, EtherCAT masters 134

generally retransmits frames upon a failure detection or time- 135

out. However, backward control mechanism leads to low chan- 136

nel utilization, and requires receivers to send acknowledgments 137

to confirm whether data is received correctly, which increases 138

network overheads and reduces the transmission speed. As to 139

forward control mechanism, redundancy has been widely used 140

to improve reliability. Maruyama and Yamada [17] presented 141

a reliable communication architecture for EtherCAT masters 142

by using the port redundancy. In the presented architecture, an 143

EtherCAT master is equipped with two network interface con- 144

trollers (i.e., ports). The EtherCAT master sends duplicated 145

frames from both ports, and the frames are received at the 146

other port. Then the master determines which frame can be 147

used by taking a logical OR of data area of two frames. The 148

presented approach enables highly accurate cyclic commu- 149

nications with high reliability. However, this technique only 150

considers the time synchronization failure. In addition, extra 151

hardware is required for EtherCAT masters and slaves, which 152

incurs a significant amount of costs. 153

In this paper, we propose a feedback control-based scheme 154

to enhance system reliability under the timing constraint and 155

reliability requirement for messages as well as the resource 156

constraint for network channels. The major contribution of 157

this paper is summarized as follows. 158

1) We investigate reliability modeling of EtherCAT 159

networks from aspects of transmission links and process- 160

ing nodes, and propose a proportional integral derivative 161

(PID)-based feedback control loop that aims at improv- 162

ing system reliability under the constraint of message 163

deadline miss rate and channel utilization. 164

2) We improve the proposed PID-based error control 165

scheme with respect to convergence speed and fairness 166

by using a cooperative game and Nash bargaining solu- 167

tion. System reliability, message deadline miss rate, and 168

channel utilization are also improved. 169

3) Extensive simulations show that the proposed control 170

scheme can enhance system reliability by up to 91% 171

and increase channel utilization by up to 69% when 172

compared to benchmarking methods. 173

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 174

introduces EtherCAT system architecture and models. 175

Section III formalizes the problem studied in this paper and 176
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Fig. 2. Ring topology of an EtherCAT system.

provides an overview of the proposed scheme. Section IV177

describes in details the proposed feedback control scheme.178

Section V improves of the channel allocation mechanism179

based on a cooperative game theory. Section VI presents the180

experimental results, and Section VII concludes this paper.181

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND MODELS182

The focus of this paper is on reliability enhancement of an183

EtherCAT system in the presence of transient faults. Below,184

we present the various models used in this paper.185

A. System Architecture186

EtherCAT is one of the real-time Ethernet communication187

technologies and is included as a part of the ISO standards [5].188

It enables a multitude of network topologies, including line,189

tree, ring, star, or any combination. In this paper, we adopt the190

ring topology as depicted in Fig. 2. The system is composed191

of one master and N slaves connected by the standard Ethernet192

cable. The master cyclically sends a standard Ethernet frame193

containing several subtelegrams or messages (see Fig. 3) to194

slaves. The frame transmits through all slaves. As the frame195

passes through slaves on the fly, every slave is responsi-196

ble for reading or/and writing the frame. Specifically, each197

slave distinguishes subtelegrams addressed to itself by address198

parameter in the header, then takes an action specified by199

command parameter (read and/or write data) in the header200

without buffering a frame. For those subtelegrams that are not201

addressed to a slave, the slave only need to forward them.202

After the last slave in the topology transmits the frame back203

to the master, the next cycle starts again. We refer to the master204

and the slaves as computing nodes in the topology.205

In fact, the scheduling for message transmission through206

a topology is similar to the scheduling for task execution207

in a CPU. That is, both processes determine the transimis-208

sion/execution sequence of message/tasks that compete for209

shared resources. The difference between the two processes is210

that task execution in a CPU can be preemptive, while message211

transmitting through a network topology cannot be interrupted212

once it starts. Table I gives a brief comparison between mes-213

sage transmission and task execution. The two processes are214

Fig. 3. Structure of an EtherCAT frame.

TABLE I
COMPARE MESSAGE TRANSMISSION WITH TASK EXECUTION

compared in terms of the period, transimission/execution time, 215

deadline, network/CPU utilization, and preemption. In this 216

paper, we extend task scheduling methods for a CPU node 217

to message processing/transmission in an EtherCAT network. 218

B. Message Model 219

The EtherCAT protocol is optimized for processing data. 220

The payload of an EtherCAT frame is encapsulated in the stan- 221

dard IEEE 802.3 Ethernet frame and is typically composed of 222

several subtelegrams (or messages) [24]. Fig. 3 illustrates the 223

fields of a standard IEEE 802.3 Ethernet frame of Ethertype 224

0x88a4. As shown in the figure, each Ethernet frame contains 225

10 bytes of Ethernet header, 2 bytes of EtherCAT header, an 226

EtherCAT data field, and 4 bytes of Ethernet tail field. The data 227

field of EtherCAT frame may consists of multiple EtherCAT 228

messages. Each EtherCAT message consists of 10 bytes of 229

header, a messages data field which is up to 1486 bytes 230

and 2 bytes of working counter. The working counter is a 231

mechanism for EtherCAT master to monitor slaves’ behav- 232

ior cyclically and synchronously. It is incremented by the 233

slaves every time they read and/or write data into a telegram 234

successfully. EtherCAT master can monitor the slaves in the 235

topology by checking the working counter value contained in 236

the periodic frames. 237

We consider a message set �, which consists of M inde- 238

pendent messages and is denoted by �: {τ1,τ2, . . . , τM}. A 239

message in � corresponds to a subtelegram in the EtherCAT 240

frame, and we use messages and subtelegrams interchangeably 241

in the following sections. Real-time message τi (1 ≤ i ≤ M) 242

is associated with {Ti, Di, Li, RGi}, where Ti is the period of 243

τi, Di represents the deadline of the τi, Li denotes the length 244

of τi, and RGi is the reliability target of τi. The reliability 245

requirement of each message may be different, so different 246

reliability target can be set according to the different reliability 247

requirement, determined by the number of different message’s 248

backups. 249

C. Reliability Model 250

A forward error control technique [26] is adopted in this 251

paper to provide fault-tolerance. Unlike the automatic repeat 252
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request (ARQ) technique that resends messages when a fault253

occurs [25], the forward error control technique sends and254

executes original messages and their backups at the same255

time [26]. Since messages in an EtherCAT system are likely to256

suffer transient faults at nodes and over links, we first discuss257

the soft error model for nodes, and then introduce the bit error258

model for links.259

D. Soft Error Model for Nodes260

The master of EtherCAT transmits a frame that passes261

through all the slave in topology. When the frame is transmit-262

ted forward, each slave recognizes the relevant commands and263

executes them accordingly while the frames are forwarded to264

the next device [28], [29]. Since there are multiple EtherCAT265

frames composed of serval messages for different slaves, these266

relevant commands are usually executed for many times. For267

instance, Delgado et al. [30] presented a real-time motion268

control system using EtherCAT protocol. More specifically,269

they conducted an established trajectory planning algorithm270

presented in [31] to generate a large number of velocity com-271

mands and send them to slaves. The slaves recognizes the272

relevant commands and executes them just like CPU execute273

tasks. Thus, soft errors may occur when messages are pro-274

cessed in slaves. Soft errors mainly result from transient faults.275

Poisson distribution is widely used to model the occurrences276

of transient faults in computing nodes [27]. Let λj be the aver-277

age fault occurrence rate at computing node j for 0 ≤ j ≤ N,1278

then it is given by279

λj = γj · e−αj·fj (1)280

where γj and αj are node dependent constants, and fj is the281

operating frequency of node j.282

EtherCAT computing nodes process frames on the fly.283

Specifically, the incoming frame of a node is divided into284

multiple fragments of equal length, each of which is pro-285

cessed by the node in a unit time. A key characteristic of286

the EtherCAT on the fly processing is that the processing time287

of a fragment is equal to its forwarding time, thus, there is no288

need to buffer the frame. Let �l denote the fragment length289

of a frame that a node can process at a time, and Ej denote290

the processing time of a fragment length message at node j.291

Ej is calculated as Ej = �l/fj. The probability that no faults292

occur at node j during the processing of message τi, denoted293

by Pij, is hence expressed as294

Pij = (
e−λj·Ej

) Li
�l (2)295

where Li is the length of the message τi. Since each message296

passes through all the N + 1 nodes (including the master and297

slaves) in the EtherCAT topology, the probability that mes-298

sage τi is processed and forwarded successfully at all nodes,299

denoted by Pi,nodes, is calculated as300

Pi,nodes =
∏N

j=0
Pij = e− Li

�l

∑N
j=0 Ej·λj . (3)301

1N is the number of nodes in the system and the concerned node is the
master when j = 0.

E. Bit Error Model for Links 302

In digital transmission, bit errors are induced by noise, 303

interference, distortion, or bit synchronization errors over 304

links. Let ti be the transmission time of message τi through 305

all links of the topology. Then the probability that message 306

τi is successfully transmitted over links, which is denoted by 307

Pi,links, can be modeled as [32] 308

Pi,links = e−θ ·ti (4) 309

where θ is the constant bit error rate. 310

Let Pi be the probability that message τi is successfully 311

processed and transmitted in a given EtherCAT system when 312

no messages are replicated for tolerance. Pi is obtained by 313

Pi = Pi,nodes · Pi,links = e−θ ·ti− Li
�l

∑N
j=0 Ej·λj

. (5) 314

The reliability of a message is defined as the probability 315

that the message issued by the master is successfully pro- 316

cessed, and routed back to the master in the presence of errors. 317

Assume that ki backups are used for message τi to achieve 318

the required reliability. The reliability, denoted by Ri(ki), is 319

expressed as 320

Ri(ki) = 1 − (1 − Pi)
ki+1. (6) 321

The reliability of the system of M messages, defined as the 322

product of the reliability of individual messages and denoted 323

by Rsys, is thus given by 324

Rsys =
∏M

i=1
Ri(ki). (7) 325

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND OVERVIEW OF THE 326

PROPOSED SCHEME 327

Our goal is to design a fault-tolerance message schedul- 328

ing scheme in order to enhance the overall reliability of the 329

EtherCAT system (i.e., Rsys). We first formulate in this sec- 330

tion the problem to be tackled, followed by an overview of the 331

proposed control scheme. We assume a scenario that messages 332

transmitted in an EtherCAT system are periodic and inde- 333

pendent, and the characteristics of the messages are known 334

a priori. The forward error control technique is used in the 335

EtherCAT system to achieve fault tolerance. 336

A. Problem Definition 337

Given an EtherCAT system of a ring topology that contains 338

N + 1 nodes (one master and N slaves), and a set of M mes- 339

sages, find the number of backups for each message such that 340

the system reliability, Rsys, is maximized under the timing and 341

message reliability constraint. That is 342

Maximize : Rsys 343

Subject to : MissRate ≤ ε 344

Ri ≥ RGi 345

NET ≤ 1 346

where MissRate is the deadline miss rate of messages during 347

one sampling period of the proposed controller, ε is a pos- 348

itive constant that indicates the threshold for deadline miss 349
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Fig. 4. Overview of the proposed feedback control system.

rate, Ri is the reliability of message τi, and NET is the total350

channel utilization of messages in the network. The message351

τi is required to meet its reliability target RGi. The objective352

function Rsys is given in (7).353

B. Overview of the Proposed Control Scheme354

Fig. 4 shows the overall structure of our proposal feed-355

back control system. It consists of a main controller, PID356

controller, message access (MA) controller, message backup357

(MB) controller, and earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduler.358

Two queues, ACCEPTED and WAITING, are maintained for359

messages admitted into the system and messages that have360

not yet been accepted by the systems, respectively. The PID361

controller periodically samples the current deadline miss rate362

MissRate of messages and returns the required control action363

�NET to the main controller according to (8). �NET is the364

total amount of channel utilization that should be added into365

(when �NET > 0) or reduced from (when �NET < 0) the366

system. Channel utilization is defined as the percentage of the367

net bit rate (in bit/s) of a digital communication channel used368

for the actually achieved throughput [33]. The main controller369

calls the MA and MB controller sequentially to accommo-370

date the channel utilization of �NET. The MA controller can371

accommodate the channel utilization of the system by con-372

trolling message flow into the ACCEPTED queue. If the MA373

controller cannot accommodate all of the �NET, the main374

controller calls the MB controller to accommodate the channel375

utilization of the system by increasing/decreasing the number376

of backups of messages in the ACCEPTED queue. Finally,377

the EDF scheduler schedules the accepted messages along378

with their backups using the EDF policy and dispatches the379

accepted messages to the master for processing. We describe380

in detail the PID controller, MA controller, MB controller, and381

main controller below.382

IV. FEEDBACK CONTROL SCHEME FOR383

RELIABILITY ENHANCEMENT384

In this section, we present in details the working mechanism385

of the proposed controller that integrates a PID controller, MA386

controller, MB controller, and EDF scheduler.387

Algorithm 1: PID Control Algorithm
Input: Threshold ε for deadline miss rate.
Output: Total channel utilization to be accommodated, �NET .

1 do
2 PID controller samples messages to derive MissRate;
3 Calculate �NET using Equation (8);
4 return �NET;
5 while (MissRate > ε);
6 return �NET;

A. PID Controller 388

PID controller is a control loop feedback mechanism that 389

improves robustness of a control process against external dis- 390

turbances. The operation of our PID controller is outlined in 391

Algorithm 1. Taking as input the threshold ε for deadline 392

miss rate, the PID controller periodically samples messages to 393

derive the process variable MissRate. Note that the PID con- 394

troller only considers messages that have entered the EtherCAT 395

system. Messages rejected from entering the system are not 396

taken into account when sampling. The PID controller then 397

computes the control variable �NET in terms of requested 398

channel utilization using the control equation given by [34] 399

�NET = −CP · err(t) − CI ·
∑
IW

err(t) 400

− CD · err(t) − err(t − DW)

DW
(8) 401

where err(t) is the difference between the threshold for system 402

deadline miss rate and the current system deadline miss 403

rate, that is, err(t) = ε − MissRate. The CP, CI , and CD 404

are coefficients of the PID controller. IW is the time win- 405

dow for the last IW time units over which the errors are 406

summed. Similarly, DW is the time window for the last DW 407

time units over which the derivative error is calculated as 408

(err(t) − err(t − DW))/DW. 409

The PID controller returns the computed �NET to the main 410

controller, which in turn sends �NET to the MA and MB con- 411

troller for allocation. When �NET > 0, the channel utilization 412

should be increased, hence more messages and/or message 413

backups are admitted into the system to allocate the �NET. 414

On the contrary, when �NET < 0, the channel utilization 415

should be decreased, hence some messages and/or message 416

backups will be dismissed from the system to distribute the 417

�NET. The procedure repeats until MissRate ≤ ε. 418

B. Message Access Controller 419

The MA controller is responsible for controlling the admis- 420

sion of original messages into the EtherCAT system. When 421

a new message τi is submitted to the WAITING queue, the 422

MA controller decides whether it can be accepted into the 423

system. Messages in the WAITING queue are sorted accord- 424

ing to the EDF scheduling policy. Let �NETa be the portion 425

of the channel utilization �NET that can be allocated by 426

the MA controller. As shown in Algorithm 2, the MA con- 427

troller takes �NET as input and returns �NETa to the main 428

controller. Given �NET > 0, the MA controller admits mes- 429

sage τi if the condition �NETa − NETi(e+1) > 0 holds 430

(lines 3–18). e denotes the minimum number of backups to 431
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Algorithm 2: MA Control Algorithm
Input: �NET; M, the number of messages in ACCEPTED queue; W,

the number of messages in WAITING queue.
Output: The portion of �NET that can be accommodated by the MA

controller.
// initialization

1 �NETa = 0;
2 if �NET > 0 then
3 Sort messages in WAITING queue according to the EDF policy;
4 for i = 1; i ≤ W; i + + do
5 if �NETa ≥ �NET then
6 break;
7 end
8 Calculate minimum number of backups that can meet τi’s

reliability target (e);
9 if �NETa − NETi(e+1) ≥ 0 then

// NETie is given by Equation (9)
10 �NETa = �NETa + NETi(e+1) ;
11 Dequeue head message from WAITING queue;
12 Enqueue the message to ACCEPTED queue;
13 Update the number of message τi’s backup;
14 M + +;
15 end
16 end
17 end
18 else
19 Messages remain in WAITING queue;
20 end
21 return �NETa, the portion of �NET that can be accommodated by the

MA controller; the number of messages’ backup;

meet the reliability target of a message, which can be cal-432

culated by setting Ri in (6) to RGi. NETi(e+1) is the channel433

utilization of message τi with e backups, and can be calculated434

by using (9) by setting c = (e+1). Once τi is admitted, �NETa
435

is updated to �NETa + NETi(e+1). The admitted message is436

dequeued from the WAITING queue, and in turn enqueued to437

the ACCEPTED queue. The admission request of the message438

τi is denied if �NET ≤ 0 or available channel resources can-439

not meet τi’s reliability target. The rejected messages remain440

in the WAITING queue (lines 19–21).441

C. Message Backup Controller442

The MB controller functions as a tuner to regulate the443

channel utilization of the EtherCAT system. It changes the444

channel utilization by adjusting the number of backup of mes-445

sages, which to be transmitted via the communication channel.446

When it increases/decreases the number of backups, the chan-447

nel utilization of the EtherCAT system increases/decreases448

accordingly. Once the number of backups of message τi is449

determined, the message’s reliability, Ri, can be derived by450

using (6). Since every message’s reliability is non-negative,451

according to the inequality of arithmetic and geometric452

means [35], we have453 (
R1 + R2 + · · · + RM

M

)M

≥ R1 · R2 · . . . · RM = Rsys454

where M is the number of messages in the system and Rsys455

represents the overall system reliability. Equality in the above456

relation holds if and only if R1 = R2 = · · · = RM . Therefore,457

in order to enhance system reliability, Rsys, we aim to balance458

the reliability of each message equal and make each as large459

as possible.460

Algorithm 3: MB Control Algorithm

Input: The portion of allocated channel utilization (�NETb).
Output: The number of messages’ backup.

1 if �NETb > 0 then
2 Compute mean Ravg of message reliabilities in ACCEPTED queue;
3 Determine the number m of messages for Ri < Ravg in the queue;
4 Sort the m messages in the queue in the ascending order of

reliability, Ri;
5 i = 1;
6 while �NETb > 0 do
7 Increment the number of message τi’s backup by 1;
8 �NETb = �NETb + NETi1;

// NETi1 is given by Equation (9)
9 i + + ;

10 if i = m + 1 then
11 i = 1;
12 Recalculate Ravg and update m;
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 else
17 Derive mean Ravg of message reliabilities in ACCEPTED queue;
18 Derive the number m of messages for Ri > Ravg in the queue;
19 Sort the m messages in the queue in ascending order of

reliability, Ri;
20 i = m;
21 while �NETb < 0 do
22 Decrement the number of message τi’s backup by 1;
23 �NETb = �NETb − NETi1;

// NETi1 is given by Equation (9)
24 i − −;
25 if i = 0 then
26 i = m;
27 Recalculate Ravg and update m;
28 end
29 end
30 end
31 return the number of messages’ backup;

The MB controller is designed based on the above prin- 461

ciple to enhance the system reliability. It first calculates the 462

average message reliability in the ACCEPTED queue and 463

selects messages with reliability below/above the average. It 464

then iteratively increases/decreases the number of backups of 465

the selected messages to improve system reliability Rsys. As 466

shown in Algorithm 3, the MB controller takes �NETb as 467

input. �NETb is the portion of the channel utilization that 468

can be allocated by the MB controller, which is calculated by 469

the main controller. 470

Algorithm 3 works as follows. For the case of �NETb > 0, 471

the algorithm calculates the average reliability of messages in 472

the ACCEPTED queue (denoted by Ravg), picks the m mes- 473

sages for Ri < Ravg and 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and sorts the m messages 474

in the queue in the ascending order of reliability (lines 2–5). 475

When not all of �NETb is allocated by MB controller (i.e., 476

�NETb > 0), the algorithm increments the number of mes- 477

sage τi’s backup by 1, updates �NETb to �NETb+NETi1 and 478

increments i by 1. If all the m messages have been updated 479

by increasing a backup and �NETb is not used up yet, the 480

algorithm resets i = 1, recalculate the average reliability, 481

update the value of m and repeats the accommodation process 482

(lines 7–14). Assume that τi is the message selected during 483

the accommodation process. Let NETic be the incurred chan- 484

nel utilization due to the admission of message τi and its c 485
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copies, then NETic is given by486

NETic =
c
(∑N

j=0 Ej + ti
)

Ti
(9)487

where ti is the total time needed to transmit a message over488

all the links of the ring topology, Ti is the period of message489

τi, Ej is the processing time of unit length message at node j,490

and N is the number of nodes in the system. NETi1 in line 9491

can be easily derived using (9).492

In the case of �NETb < 0, the algorithm works the same493

as in the case of �NET > 0 except that backups of messages494

satisfying Ri > Ravg for 1 ≤ i ≤ m are iteratively dismissed495

from the system (lines 16–29).496

The control scheme of the MB controller above simply con-497

siders the average of message reliability (Ravg), and ignores a498

single message’s reliability target (RGi). However, messages499

may have different reliability targets. It is expected that the500

MB controller can allocate different channel resources for mes-501

sages according to their respective reliability targets. Further,502

incrementally increasing the backup of messages during each503

iteration takes a long time for the EtherCAT system to con-504

verge. Note that the time complexity of Algorithm 3 is at505

least O(M). Thus, we propose an optimization strategy based506

on the cooperative game theory and Nash bargaining solution507

for the MB controller. The time complexity of the game-based508

optimization strategy is O(M), and is introduced in Section V.509

D. EDF Scheduler and Main Controller510

EDF is a dynamic scheduling algorithm that dictates the511

arrangement of messages in a priority queue [42]. When the512

EDF scheduler is called, the EDF scheduler first finds the task513

with the earliest deadline and then executes the task [43]. In514

our feedback control scheme, once a message is admitted into515

the system by the MA controller and the number of its back-516

ups is adjusted by the MB controller, it is delivered to the517

ACCEPTED queue. When the MB controller returns the num-518

ber of message backups, ACCEPTED queue is ready and the519

main controller invokes the EDF scheduler. Thus, the EDF520

scheduler is scheduled every PID controller’s sampling period,521

and this scheduling frequency has no relation to the period of522

messages. The EDF scheduler dynamically arranges the execu-523

tion order of messages in the ACCEPTED queue. The message524

with the earliest deadline is selected by the EDF scheduler, and525

is dispatched to the EtherCAT master for processing.526

The main control algorithm integrates the PID, MA, and527

MB controllers to form a closed loop that effectively improves528

the robustness of the control process against external distur-529

bances. It is called periodically for the enhancement of system530

reliability, the period of which is determined by the minimum531

sampling interval.532

Algorithm 4 describes the operation of the main control533

algorithm. It takes as input the message set (�), the total534

channel utilization returned by the PID controller for allo-535

cation (�NET), the portion of channel utilization allocated536

by the MA controller (�NETa), and the updated numbers of537

all the messages’ backups. If this is the first time the algo-538

rithm is called, it first determines the number of backups for539

Algorithm 4: Main Control Algorithm
Input: The message set �; �NET , total channel utilization to be

accommodated; �NETa, the portion of accommodated channel
utilization; The updated number of message backups.

// Initialize the number of messages’ backups
1 if the algorithm is called for the first time then
2 for τi ∈ � do
3 Calculate the number of message τi’s backup based on τi’s

reliability target (RGi) and Equation (6);
4 end
5 end
6 Call PID (Algorithm 1) to get �NET;
7 Call MA (Algorithm 2) to get �NETa;
8 Calculate �NETb using �NETb = �NET − �NETa;
9 if �NETb �= 0 then

10 Call MB (Algorithm 3) to allocate �NETb and updated message
backups;

11 end
12 Call EDF scheduler to dispatch messages;

each message τi based on the reliability target (RGi) and (6) 540

(lines 2–6). It then calls the PID controller to calculate the 541

deadline miss rate MissRate and �NET (line 7), calls the MA 542

algorithm to derive �NETa (line 8), and calculates �NETb
543

in (line 9). Afterward the MB algorithm is called to allocate 544

�NETb if �NETb �= 0 and update messages’ backups (lines 545

10–12). In the end, the EDF scheduler is called (line 13) to 546

dispatch messages to the master for processing. 547

V. GAME THEORY-BASED REFINEMENT OF MESSAGE 548

BACKUP CONTROL 549

Due to the slow convergence and unfairness of the MB 550

control mechanism described in Section IV, we propose a 551

game theoretic approach to refining the channel allocation 552

process for further reliability enhancement. In this section, 553

we first introduce the concepts of cooperative game and 554

Nash bargaining, then we model the channel allocation game 555

among multiple messages, and finally refine our MB control 556

mechanism based on a game theory. 557

A. Cooperative Game and Nash Bargaining 558

A cooperative game consists of M players, a performance 559

function f , and an initial agreement point RG. The M players 560

are represented by a 3-tuple of nonempty, closed, and convex 561

set { κ , ℵ, � }, where κ is the set of strategies, ℵ denotes 562

the states of the assigned resource, and � gives the states 563

of the M players. The performance function f maps κ to �. 564

The vector RG = (RG1, RG2, . . . , RGM) is defined as the ini- 565

tial agreement point, where RGi indicates the minimum value 566

of performance function f . RGi is the minimal performance 567

required for the player i to enter the game without any coop- 568

eration. The above cooperative game is in general resolved by 569

Nash bargaining, and the generated solutions to the cooperative 570

game are called Nash bargaining solutions. 571

Nash bargaining solution (NBS solution) [38] is defined as 572

follows. A mapping f : (κ |RG) → � is an NBS solution if 573

f (κ |RG) ∈ �, where κ is the set of strategies, i.e., the set 574

of possible bargaining agreements that M players may reach. 575

RG is the set of initial agreement point. � represents the set 576
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of players’ current states and f (κ |RG) is Pareto optimal and577

satisfies the fairness axioms [39].578

In the modeling of our channel allocation, κ =579

(�k1,�k2, . . . ,�kM) denotes the set of possible bargain-580

ing agreements that M messages may reach. � represents581

the set of M messages’ current reliability. The performance582

function f maps allocation strategies (i.e., κ) to messages’583

current reliability (i.e., �). The initial agreement point RG584

is the set of minimum guarantee (i.e., the reliability target585

of messages) that system must satisfy. We assume that mes-586

sage τi (1 ≤ i ≤ M) involved in the cooperative game can587

achieve its initial performance requirement (RGi) without any588

cooperation. Thus, we have � = {Ri|Ri ≥ RGi}. Under these589

definitions and the assumption, we can derive an NBS solution590

with its strategy �ki ∈ κ , which is obtained by solving the591

following optimization problem [37]:592

Problem : max
∏M

i=1
(f (�ki|RGi) − RGi). (10)593

In the NBS solution above, multiple players (typically more594

than two) enter the cooperative game with their corresponding595

initial performance requirements in RG satisfied. The mes-596

sages (players) cooperate in the game to achieve a win-win597

solution, which enhances the performance given in (10) and598

leads to a relative fairness among all messages. Using the log-599

arithm of the objective function, an equivalent problem can be600

derived as601

Problem′ : max
∑M

i=1
ln(f (�ki|RGi) − RGi) (11)602

where Problem′ is a convex optimization problem and has a603

unique solution [40], [41]. The unique solution to the problem604

is the NBS solution.605

B. Channel Allocation Refinement for MB Controller606

We consider a cooperative game in which M messages are607

competing for the shared available channel resource (�NET).608

In the context of our channel allocation, we define the609

performance function f that maps the change in the number of610

message τi’s backups (i.e., �ki) to the reliability of message611

τi (i.e., Ri). The performance function is formulated as612

f (�ki|RGi) =
(

1 −
(

1 − e−θ ti−∑N
j=0 Ejλj

)ki+�ki+1
)

(12)613

where ki denotes the original number of message τi’s backups614

and �ki represents the change in the number of τi’s back-615

ups. ti,
∑N

j=0 Ej, and Ti denotes the time that τi transmits over616

links in EtherCAT topology, the time τi processed in N + 1617

computing nodes (N slaves plus 1 master), and τi’s period,618

respectively. Suppose that each message τi has an initial reli-619

ability requirement RGi, with RGi we can derive the minimal620

number of τi’s backups that need to be guaranteed without any621

cooperation. We also assume that the M messages can achieve622

the same or better performance (i.e., Ri ≥ RGi).623

Our goal is to enhance system reliability and improve624

the reliability of individual messages under the messages’625

reliability requirements. The problem can be described as fol-626

lows. Given the shared available channel resource (�NETb)627

and reliability requirements (RG), M messages cooperate628

in the game to obtain a win-win solution described by 629

(�k1,�k2, . . . ,�kM). Therefore, this optimization problem 630

can be formulated as 631

Maximize
∏M

i=1
(f (�ki|RGi) − RGi) 632

=
M∏

i=1

(
1 −

(
1 − e−θ ti−∑N

j=0 Ejλj
)ki+�ki+1 − RGi

)
(13) 633

Subject to
∑M

i=1

(
ti + ∑N

j=0 Ej

)
· �ki

Ti
≤ �NETb (14) 634

where (14) indicates all of the available channel can be 635

allocated to enhance reliability. 636

In the above formulation, max
∏M

i=1(f (�ki|RGi) − RGi) is 637

selected as the objective rather than max
∑M

i=1(f (�ki|RGi) − 638

RGi). This is because the former formulation not only demon- 639

strates the capability of maximizing system reliability, but also 640

shows the expectation of the M messages for maximizing 641

their respective reliability. According to the analysis given in 642

the end of Section V, the objective in (13) is equivalent to 643

max
∑M

i=1 ln(1 − (1 − e−θ ti−∑N
j=0 Ejλj)ki+�ki+1 − RGi), which 644

can be converted into 645

− min
M∑

i=1

ln

⎛
⎜⎝1 −

⎛
⎜⎝1 − e

−θ ti−
N∑

j=0
Ejλj

⎞
⎟⎠

ki+�ki+1

− RGi

⎞
⎟⎠. 646

(15) 647

Equation (13) is an optimization problem that attempts to 648

maximize system reliability under the constraint of channel 649

resources [i.e., (14)]. Since Lagrange multiplier is powerful for 650

solving this type of problem with low computation complexity, 651

we adopt it to obtain the best solution to our problem. The 652

Lagrangian of this problem is expressed as 653

ι(�ki, α) = −
M∑

i=1

ln

(
1 −

(
1 − e−θ ti−∑N

j=0 Ejλj
)ki+�ki+1 − RGi

)
654

+ α

⎛
⎝ M∑

i=1

(
ti + ∑N

j=0 Ej

)
�ki

Ti
− �NETb

⎞
⎠ (16) 655

where α ∈ R, and it is the Lagrange multiplier associated with 656

the constraints given in (14). 657

It is clear that the optimal solution is derived when the 658

derivative of ι(�ki, α) with respect to �ki equals zero. In this 659

case, the expression 660

∇ι(�ki, α) = 0 ⇔ ∇ι1 + α∇ι2 = 0 (17) 661

and the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions [40] holds. In (17), 662

∇ι1 = (1−e−θ ti−∑N
j=0 Ejλj)ki+�ki+1 ln(1−e−θ ti−∑N

j=0 Ejλj)/(1− 663

(1−e−θ ti−∑N
j=0 Ejλj)ki+�ki+1) and ∇ι2 = (Ei+ti)/Ti. Therefore, 664

the best solution to the optimization problem can be derived 665

from (17), and it can be given by 666

�ki = ((ln(1 − RGi) · ν) − ln((1 − ν) · ω))/ω − ki − 1 (18) 667

where ν denotes (ti + ∑N
j=0 Ej) · λj · α/Ti and ω represents 668

ln(1 − e−θ ·ti−∑N
j=0 Ej·λj). 669
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Algorithm 5: Refined MB Control Algorithm

Input: The portion of accommodated channel utilization (�NETb).
Output: The number of messages backup.

1 for i = 1 to M do
2 Calculate the number of backups of message τi that need to be

changed (�ki) using Equation (18);
3 if �NETb > 0 then
4 Increase the number of message τi’s backup by �ki
5 end
6 else
7 Decrease the number of message τi’s backup by �ki;
8 end
9 end

10 return the number of messages’ backup ;

As indicated in (18), we can improve the original MB con-670

troller algorithm (Algorithm 3) by using the method above,671

the refined MB control algorithm is shown as follows.672

Algorithm 5 works as follows. For each message τi in673

ACCEPTED queue, it calculates �ki, the change in the num-674

ber of message τi’s backups (�ki), by using (18) (line 3).675

In the case of �NETb > 0, the algorithm increases the676

number of message τi’s backup by �ki (lines 4–6). In the677

case of �NETb < 0, it decreases the number of message678

τi’s backup by �ki (lines 7–9). The time complexity of679

Algorithm 5 is O(M).680

VI. SIMULATION-BASED EVALUATION681

Extensive simulation-based experiments have been con-682

ducted to validate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.683

In this section, we first describe simulation settings in detail684

and then verify the effectiveness of the refined channel allo-685

cation mechanism proposed in Section V. To evaluate the686

performance of the proposed scheme, we compare the original687

feedback control scheme with two benchmarking methods in688

terms of deadline miss rate, channel utilization, and system689

reliability. Finally, we compare the refined channel alloca-690

tion mechanism with the original one in order to validate the691

effectiveness of the refined mechanism.692

A. Simulation Settings693

The simulations are conducted on a machine equipped694

with 2.4 GHz Intel i7 quad-core processor and 8 GB DDR4695

memory, and running a Windows version of MATLAB_x64696

and OMNeT++. OMNeT++ is an extensible, modular,697

and component-based C++ simulation library and frame-698

work, primarily for building network simulators [36]. We699

use OMNeT++ to simulate the EtherCAT ring topology and700

MATLAB_x64 to simulate the message scheduling process701

of the proposed feedback scheme. Two different scales of702

EtherCAT ring topologies are considered in the simulation for703

a better comparison study. The first topology has 1 master and704

10 slaves, while the second topology contains 1 master and705

20 slaves. We use three message sets, each of which contains 5,706

10, and 20 messages, respectively.707

Similar to the work presented in [34], coefficients CP, CI ,708

and CD of the PID controller are set to 0.5, 0.005, and 0.1,709

respectively. The time window IW and DW are set to 100 and 1710

units of time, respectively. The PID controller samples the711

network once every 500 time units. The values of RG reflect 712

the difference in reliability targets of messages. We randomly 713

generate reliability target RGi for message τi in the interval 714

of (0,1). The period Ti (in time units), deadline Di (in time 715

units), and length Li (in bytes) of message τi are randomly gen- 716

erated in the interval of (200, 500), (200, 800), and (12, 1498), 717

respectively. The fragment length a node can process on the 718

fly at a time (�l) is set to 4 Bytes [20]. 719

In order to prove the effectiveness of our proposed methods, 720

we compare the proposed methods with three benchmarking 721

methods in various aspects. The three benchmarking meth- 722

ods are referred to as no-backup (NBK), ARQ, and allocating 723

channel equally (ACE), respectively. The first method, referred 724

to as NBK, sends messages with no backups even if errors 725

occur, that is, no error control technique is taken for relia- 726

bility enhancement. The second method is ARQ, which also 727

sends messages with no backup, however, it resends messages 728

when a fault occurs. The third one is called ACE. This method 729

assigns available channel utilization equally to each message. 730

For the sake of easy presentation, our proposed reliability 731

enhancement methods are referred to as Proposed_Mean and 732

Proposed_Game, respectively. Our Proposed_Mean method 733

derives the initial number of each message’s backup accord- 734

ing to our reliability model, then allocates channel utiliza- 735

tion based on inequality of arithmetic and geometric means, 736

and obtains the ultimate number of backups for each mes- 737

sage through multiple iterations. Our Proposed_Game method 738

refines the Proposed_Mean method in the way that channel uti- 739

lization is allocated. It distributes channel utilization to each 740

message based on the game theory and Nash bargaining solu- 741

tion, and calculates the final number of message’s backups by 742

using Lagrange multiplier. 743

B. Proposed_Mean Versus Benchmarking NBK and ARQ 744

We compare the Proposed_Mean method with the NBK 745

method and the ARQ method in terms of message deadline 746

miss rate, channel utilization, and system reliability, respec- 747

tively. Fig. 5 shows the deadline miss rate of the three 748

methods. It can be seen from the figure that the MissRate 749

of the Proposed_Mean method is higher than that of the NBK 750

method in two different topologies. This is primarily due to 751

the fact that NBK method does not use any backup for reli- 752

ability enhancement. On the contrary, the MissRate of the 753

Proposed_Mean method is lower than that of the ARQ method. 754

In terms of stability, the MissRate variance of ARQ method 755

is 24, while the MissRate variance of NBK method and the 756

Proposed_Mean method is 1.12 and 0.64, respectively. This 757

is because the ARQ method does not send message backups 758

until an error occurs, resulting in burst transmission of message 759

backups, thus an increased deadline miss rate. 760

Fig. 6 shows the channel utilization of the three meth- 761

ods. Compared with the NBK and the ARQ method, the 762

Proposed_Mean method consumes up to 52% more channel 763

utilization in topology with 10 slaves and 63% in topology 764

with 20 slaves. This is because the Proposed_Mean method 765

sends backups together with messages while the NBK and 766

the ARQ method do not. Results also show that the variance 767

of NBK, ARQ and proposed method in channel utilization is 768
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Compare three methods in deadline miss rate. (a) M = 5. (b) M = 10.
(c) M = 20.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Compare three methods in channel utilization. (a) M = 5. (b) M = 10.
(c) M = 20.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. Compare three methods in system reliability. (a) M = 5. (b) M = 10.
(c) M = 20.

2.04, 28.97, and 1.69, respectively. Therefore, ARQ method769

is not suitable for systems of high stability requirements.770

Fig. 7 shows that the Proposed_Mean method can effec-771

tively enhance system reliability by up to 74% when compared772

to the NBK and the ARQ method in 10 slave-topology and773

79% in 20 slave-topology. The figure also shows that the774

system reliability slightly gets lower when the number of775

slaves, i.e., the system complexity, increases.776

C. Proposed_Game Method Versus Proposed_Mean Method777

Before we compare the Proposed_Game method with the778

Proposed_Mean method, we first verify the effectiveness of779

proposed schemes. We set channel utilization to be allo-780

cated (i.e., �NET) to 15%, 20%, 25%, and 30%, respec-781

tively. Then we compare the Proposed_Mean method and the782

Proposed_Game method with the ACE method in term of783

system reliability.784

As shown in Fig. 8, the proposed schemes outperform the785

ACE method in terms of system reliability improvement, and786

the Proposed_Game is more effective in allocating channel uti-787

lization to enhance the system reliability. The reason is that the788

Proposed_Game method can allocate Pareto optimal channel789

resources to messages, while the ACE method just equally790

allocates available channel utilization to messages, which791

makes limited channel resources unavailable to messages of792

greater impact on system reliability.793

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Compare proposed mechanisms with allocate equally method in Rsys.
(a) ACE versus Proposed_Mean. (b) ACE versus Proposed_Game.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9. Compare two proposed methods in deadline miss rate. (a) M = 5.
(b) M = 10. (c) M = 20.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10. Compare two proposed methods in channel utilization. (a) M = 5.
(b) M = 10. (c) M = 20.

Then we compare the Proposed_Game method and 794

Proposed_Mean method with respect to message deadline miss 795

rate, channel utilization and system reliability. Fig. 9 shows 796

the deadline miss rate of the Proposed_Mean method and the 797

Proposed_Game method in two different topologies. It can be 798

seen from the figure that compared to the Proposed_Mean, 799

the Proposed_Game can reduce the message deadline miss 800

rate by up to 11%. This is primarily due to the fact that 801

the Proposed_Game method has better control over messages’ 802

backups, thus, fewer messages miss their deadlines. 803

Fig. 10 shows the channel utilization of the Proposed_Mean 804

method and the Proposed_Game method in two differ- 805

ent topologies. As compared to the Proposed_Mean, the 806

Proposed_Game method consumes up to 9.2% more channel 807

utilization in topology with 10 slaves and 5.3% in topology 808

with 20 slaves. This is because the Proposed_Game method 809

has better control over messages’ backups and thus make better 810

use of the available channel resources. Fig. 11 shows that when 811

compared to the Proposed_Mean method, the Proposed_Game 812

method can effectively enhance system reliability by up to 813

16% for 10 slave-topology and 9.1% for 20 slave-topology. As 814

compared to the benchmarking methods, the Proposed_Game 815

method can improve system reliability by up to 91% in 816

topology with 10 slaves and 86% in topology with 20 slaves. 817

The reason is that the Proposed_Game method allocates Pareto 818
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 11. Compare two proposed methods in system reliability. (a) M = 5.
(b) M = 10. (c) M = 20.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 12. Compare two proposed methods in execution time. (a) M = 5.
(b) M = 10. (c) M = 20.

optimal channel resources to messages of greater impact on819

system reliability.820

We also compare the execution time of the two proposed821

schemes. As shown in Fig. 12, the execution time of822

the Proposed_Mean method is up to 2.1 times of the823

Proposed_Game method for 10 slave-topology, and 1.8 times824

for 20 slave-topology. According to Section IV and V, the time825

complexity of Algorithm 5 is O(M) and that of Algorithm 3826

in the best case is O(M). This is because the Proposed_Mean827

method needs to derive the number of messages’ backup828

in multiple iterations, while the Proposed_Game can quickly829

obtain a Pareto optimal result by using the cooperative game.830

VII. CONCLUSION831

In this paper, we aim to enhance EtherCAT system relia-832

bility while meeting the timing constraint of real-time mes-833

sages and resource constraint of the network channel. Our834

Proposed_Mean scheme adopts a PID-based feedback con-835

trol mechanism that improves system reliability by adjusting836

the number of messages and their backups admitted into the837

system using inequality of arithmetic and geometric means838

method. In addition, in order to allocate channel resource839

faster and fairer, we design the Proposed_Game method,840

which optimize the Proposed_Mean method by using coop-841

erative game theory and Nash bargaining solution. Simulation842

results show that the Proposed_Mean and Proposed_Game843

method improves system reliability by up to 79% and 91%,844

respectively, when compared to two benchmarking schemes.845

In addition, the Proposed_Game takes only about half the time846

of Proposed_Mean to derive the ultimate number of message847

backups.848
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